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The goal of qualitative simulation is to derive a characterization of the behavior of
a dynamic system given only weak information about it. This fundamental strength of
qualitative simulation is exploited more and more in applications, like design, monitoring,
and fault diagnosis, nowadays. However, the poor performance of current qualitative
simulators complicates or even prevents its application in technical environments.
In our research project 9] a special-purpose computer architecture for the widely-used
qualitative simulator QSim is developed. Two approaches are considered two improve
the performance. Complex functions are parallelized and mapped onto a multiprocessor
system. Less complex functions are directly implemented in hardware. These functions
are executed on specialized coprocessors. This paper presents an overview of the design
and implementation of this computer architecture.
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1. Introduction
Qualitative simulation is a new and challenging simulation paradigm which belongs
to the research area qualitative reasoning (QR). In qualitative simulation physical systems are modeled on a higher level of abstraction than in other simulation paradigms |
like continuous simulation. In continuous simulation the structural description of physical systems is modeled by a mathematical description in terms of di erential equations.
Qualitative simulations relies on a further abstraction of these di erential equations |
the so-called qualitative dierential equations (QDEs). Qualitative simulation requires
neither a complete structural description of the physical system nor a fully specied initial state. The major strength of qualitative simulation is the prediction of all physically
possible behaviors derivable from this incomplete knowledge. Additionally, qualitative
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simulation potentially predicts behaviors which are not physically possible. Hence, qualitative simulation is complete but not sound. Thus, the qualitative simulation paradigm
is mainly used in applications where a detailed description is not required or even not
known. Major applications areas are design, monitoring, and fault diagnosis.
The widely-used algorithm QSim is the best-known representative of qualitative simulators. It has been developed by Kuipers 5]. In the past years QSim has been widely
studied, applied, and extended, both by the original developers and by researchers worldwide. None of these works study or analyze the computational complexity of QSim or
even present an empirical study of runtimes of qualitative simulators 1]. However, these
complexity and performance issues are extremely important for applying qualitative simulation in embedded systems. High performance qualitative simulators are required in
these environments. As a matter of fact current QSim implementations lack in execution
speed. Furthermore, investigations concerning guaranteed execution times are desired to
allow the application of qualitative simulation in real-time environments.
In our research project 9] a special-purpose computer architecture for QSim is developed with the primary goal to increase the performance. The design of this applicationspecic computer architecture is mainly based on an extensive analysis of QSim implementations 11]. This analysis has been completed by runtime measurements of a QSim
implementation.
In the following sections of this paper we present the design and implementation of
this special-purpose computer architecture | i.e. important results of QSim analysis
are presented in Section 2. An overview of the computer architecture design and rst
experimental results are given in Section 3. Some remarks for further work conclude this
paper.

2.

QSim

Analysis

The qualitative simulator QSim is a very complex algorithm and has many optional
features. Design considerations of this specialized computer architecture are restricted to
kernel functions. Kernel functions are essential in calculating one simulation step, and
they normally dominate the runtime of the complete simulator. Several model-based fault
diagnosis and monitoring systems use qualitative simulation 2] 6]. These systems do not
require the functionality of the whole simulator. However, QSim kernel functions are
required.
Figure 1 presents an overview of the kernel functions, which are hierarchically structured. The constraint check functions (CCFs) are primitive kernel functions but they
dominate the overall kernel runtime. These functions are called by the tuple-lter . For
each constraint of the input model one tuple-lter is required. The constraint-lter is
generated by all tuple-lters and the Waltz-lter, which is used for eciency reasons.
The nal kernel function is called FORM-ALL-STATES.
The presented runtime ratios in Figure 1 are extracted from various runtime measurements of a QSim system implemented on a TI Explorer LISP workstation. Many input
models were simulated and the runtimes of the individual functions were measured. The
runtime ratios represent an average of all simulated models. For most models kernel
functions require more than 50 % of the overall runtime. An important fact is that this
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Figure 1. Runtime analysis of the QSim kernel. Kernel functions are hierarchically
structured and their runtimes are informally presented with regard to the runtime of the
calling function.
percentage is positively correlated to the complexity of the model. Qualitative models
for serious technical processes usually have many constraints and variables 4]. For these
models kernel functions consume denitely more than 50 % of the overall runtime.

Constraint-lter The constraint-lter is generated by mutually independent functions

(tuple-lter) and the Waltz-lter. The number of tuple-lters depends on the input
simulation model. Waltz-ltering can be considered as a preprocessing step for
the successive function of the QSim kernel (FORM-ALL-STATES). It is used for
eciency reasons to reduce the search space for FORM-ALL-STATES as soon as
possible.

FORM-ALL-STATES FORM-ALL-STATES is actually a backtracking algorithm to

solve a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) 8]. Although solving CSPs is NPcomplete we did not experimentally observe an exponential behavior of this function
11]. The runtime of FORM-ALL-STATES remains nearly constant | even with
complex models the runtime of FORM-ALL-STATES does not exceed 20 % of the
kernel runtime.

Constraint Check Functions (CCF) Current QSim implementations include many
types of CCFs. Although these CCFs vary in their complexity, they only consist
of primitive operations. Examples of these operations are the evaluation of boolean
functions, comparisons, and table-lookups. Due to their frequent execution the
CCFs dominate the overall kernel runtime.
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3.

QSim

Computer Architecture

According to the complexity of the kernel functions di erent approaches to increase the
performance are considered. Complex kernel functions (like constraint-lter and FORMALL-STATES) are parallelized and mapped onto a multiprocessor system. Less complex
functions (CCFs) are HW-implemented using FPGAs. These runtime intensive functions
are executed on specialized coprocessors.

3.1.

QSim

Multiprocessor

Parallelization of the constraint-lter is trivial. Tuple-lters are executed on individual
processors. After all tuple-lter results have been received Waltz-ltering is executed.
Since the Waltz-lter requires global access to all tuple-lter results, parallelization of the
Waltz-lter is not considered.
FORM-ALL-STATES is parallelized by a parallel agent based (PAB) strategy 7]. The
overall search space is partitioned into smaller independent subproblems which can be
solved with any sequential CSP-algorithm. The overall result is formed by merging the
results of the subspaces. Two aspects are of special interest for an ecient parallelization.
First, the overall search space has to be partitioned into equally complex subproblems,
and second, for a given subproblem the fastest sequential algorithm has to be chosen.
Both kernel functions (constraint-lter, FORM-ALL-STATES) can be parallelized in
the same way. Important design issues of the multiprocessor are:

Topology A wide tree topology is used as a compromise between the optimal structure

(star) and the scalability of the multiprocessor system.
Scheduling/Mapping The number of independent functions for parallelization is not
known before runtime. Hence, dynamic mapping and dynamic scheduling of these
functions is required.
We have introduced and evaluated several partitioning heuristics for QSim-CSPs by a
worst- and best-case speedup estimation 10]. Using certain heuristics a linear speedup is
expected for a parallel implementation. Several sequential CSP-algorithms have also been
compared using CSPs traced from QSim. Especially for complex CSPs, some algorithms
are more than 7 times faster than the sequential algorithm used in QSim.

3.2. CCF Coprocessor

The CCF coprocessor is designed at the gate- and register-level. This is necessary to
obtain maximum execution speed. Main features of the design are:
 data structures are optimized for the application QSim


operations use maximum parallelism

customized memory architectures allow parallel access
Communication between the coprocessor and the hostprocessor is established via two
separate communication channels. These unidirectional connections ease the I/O-controller
design of the coprocessor and allow parallel input and output operations.
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Figure 2. Example of the overall architecture. The processing elements are connected in
a wide tree structure. Some processing elements are equipped with CCF-coprocessors.
First experimental results 3] show that the implementation of a CCF in an FPGA
of type Xilinx XC4013 leads to a usage of 50 % totally occupied CLBs and a maximum
clock frequency of 15 MHz. In order to compare the coprocessor to a SW reference system
we consider a worst- and best-case execution path of the CCF. In best-case the runtime
improvement is given by a factor of 6, in worst-case the gain is 20.7. It should be mentioned
that these experimental results are rst results. Further improvements are expected due
to routing optimizations and overlapping of computation and communication.

4. Overall Architecture, Future Work
A prototype of the overall multiprocessor architecture, consisting of digital signal processors TMS320C40, is shown in Figure 2. The digital signal processor TMS320C40 was
chosen because of its high I/O performance and its 6 independent communication channels 12]. Some processing elements of the multiprocessor architecture are equipped with
a CCF coprocessor. The distributed real-time operating system Virtuoso 13] supports a
portable and exible SW implementation.
Further work on this project will focus on


implementation of the parallelized kernel functions on the multi-DSP system



design and routing optimization of the CCF coprocessor



integration of the coprocessors into the multi-DSP system
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